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Abstract. Negotiation is a process in which two or more parties aim to reach a joint agreement. As such negotiation involves rational decision making about options and issues. However, negotiation also involves social interaction and dilemmas as well as personal preferences and opinions. Negotiation is a multifaceted process in which affect plays a critical role, a role confirmed in recent empirical studies. In this position paper we first argue that affect is an important issue to consider when developing a negotiation support system. We do so by giving a strategic overview of some of the most important findings in the affect-cognition and affect-negotiation literature. Second, we show in a structured manner during which phases in the negotiation process what emotion-related concepts play a major role, as well as discuss more concrete affect-related support functions an affective negotiation support system could offer. Third, we analyze the feasibility of these functions by reviewing currently available affective computing technologies, such as affect measurement, emotion modeling, emotion expression, emotional reasoning, and emotional agents.
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1. Introduction

Negotiation is a process in which two or more parties aim to reach a joint agreement regarding an exchange of goods and services. As such, negotiation involves rational decision making about options and issues. For example, given the choice between two car deals, one has to decide about price, model, color, warrantee, etc. Listing and weighing these car-related issues can be seen as a rational process for coming up with a combined value for each option. Negotiation experts [55, 144] emphasize that negotiation is not just about money and exchange of property, but also about relationships, awareness of all issues (domain model), personal preferences (user and opponent model), making sure you have a good alternative (if no deal is reached), and reflection on your performance. So, not only objective aspects such as money, color and brand are important, but also more subjective issues such as, do I want to keep this car dealer, will I see this person again, did I explore enough alternative cars, how much do I like this car, do I want to be seen in this model. In addition, a by now considerable body of research has shown that emotions influence the negotiation outcome. For example, the best negotiation outcomes are reached when people manage to create and maintain a positive and relaxed atmosphere, see e.g., [27, 105, 144]. Negotiating is an emotional process, certainly for the novice negotiator [147]. The more that depends on the outcome of the negotiation, the more intense the emotions. Negative feelings such as not being in control of the situation, not knowing what to expect, and fearing to underperform inhibit the exchange of information about underlying concerns, whereas in a relaxed atmosphere the additional information broadens the scope of the negotiation [56, 146]. In fact, a bad atmosphere and a lack of information are structural barriers to agreement [99]. Furthermore, human negotiators make mental errors some of which are related to emotions, such as biased perception, irrational expectations, overconfidence, and unchecked emotions [99].

Interestingly, recent research shows that the display of negative emotions such as anger can in some cases enhance the negotiation outcome for the person showing the negative emotion [138]. However, this beneficial effect is dependent on the strength of the alternatives of the opponent [45, 138]. This indicates that both positive emotions and negative emotions
can be useful and detrimental to the negotiation process. In fact, the relation between emotion and negotiation is complex [7, 47]. In this article we first review and structure the relation between emotion and negotiation.

Two areas of research related to negotiation software can be distinguished: negotiation support systems (NSS) and automated negotiating agents (ANA). Whereas the focus of the former type of software is on enabling a user to negotiate by means of structuring the process and possibly by offering analysis support, in essence a special purpose decision support system, the latter type of software is aimed at automating (parts of a) negotiation completely [73]. Up until now, a negotiation support system (NSS) supports negotiators with the rational part of the negotiation process such as exploration of issues, identification of alternatives and calculating bids [73]. As emotions play such an important role in the negotiation process, in this article we argue that negotiation support systems should help negotiators cope with the interplay between emotion and the negotiation process. We show in what ways such a system could help, and we discuss the feasibility of these ideas in relation to current affective computing techniques. In this article we do not present a working system or evaluations thereof. We argue, based on the affect-negotiation literature, for the inclusion of affect-related functionality in such systems as well as show what kind of functions affect could have in such systems. Secondly, we show that some – but definitely not all – of these functions are feasible in the near future.

The type of Affective Negotiation Support System we envision is an ambient intelligent device. A typical user would use the Affective NSS on a mobile device (smart phone, small laptop). It uses low-invasive emotion measurement technology [150] to assess the user’s emotional state and it uses artificial intelligence techniques to proactively assist the user in making negotiation-related decisions. So, with ambient intelligent we do not mean “disappearing technology” but more so technology that proactively assists people in their daily lives [5]. In our case, the Affective NSS detects the context of the user, i.e., the user’s emotion and the negotiation process at hand, and suggests to the user possible negotiation behavior. As such, typical ambient intelligent research themes such as multimodal context sensitivity [137], trustful persuasion, and low-invasive emotion detection [1] are very relevant in two senses: the development of an Affective NSS will benefit from existing research and will contribute to these research themes.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. First, we define emotion concepts and negotiation concepts to facilitate the discussion in the rest of the article. Then, relations between emotion and negotiation will be strategically reviewed to show the richness of the interplay between emotion and negotiation. Second, we structure the relations between emotion and negotiation. This structure is based on the emotion and negotiation concepts defined earlier as well as the reviewed relations between negotiation and emotion. We use this structure to discuss the affect-related support functionality of an affective negotiation support system, i.e., how can such a system help negotiators cope with the relation between emotion and negotiation. Finally, to identify the feasibility of the discussed functions, we briefly review the affective computing literature, i.e., the field of research aimed at measuring, modeling, expressing and using emotion in computerized systems [120, 121].

2. Emotion and Negotiation

In this section we detail the notion of negotiation. We also detail the notion of emotion. After that we give a short overview of existing relations between emotion and cognition, as well as provide a more focused overview of different ways in which emotion and negotiation influence each other.

2.1. Negotiation

Negotiation is a process in which two or more parties aim to reach a joint agreement regarding an exchange of goods and services. A key aspect of negotiation is that neither of the parties involved can reach a solution by itself [144]; interpersonal decision making is always involved. Further, negotiation is a phenomenon that is influenced by culture [74]. People in different cultures have different negotiation styles [132]. Negotiation also plays an important role in human life, not just in politics or when buying a house. Many situations can be approached from a negotiation point of view, and in fact are negotiations, although simple and short ones. These situations are not limited to buyer-seller interactions, as is often believed by non-professional negotiators. Consider for example the following typical evening interaction between John and Jane.

Jane: “Our kid is getting tired, John will you put him to bed today.”
John: "Sure, will you tidy up the kitchen a little bit."

Jane: "Let’s do that together, cause it’s quite a mess, and I made dinner already."

John: "Ok, that’s fair, would you then please prepare the bottle for the little one while I change him, so that we can quickly finish everything and watch the evening news?"

Jane: "Ok."

This is a common situation in which a household package deal is concocted about what has to be done, why it has to be done now and who does what. We don’t think about this as negotiation, but it actually is. There are issues and preferences involved (who does the kid, who does the kitchen, who cooks), there is the exchange of bids, the introduction of new issues (prepare the bottle), making compromises (do the kitchen together), and trying to get to a joint outcome (watch the evening news).

The main goal for a negotiation is to reach an agreement that is beneficial to all of the involved parties. Here we give an overview of the most important steps in the process and the variables involved. Negotiation starts much earlier than inexperienced negotiators realize. Four major stages can be discerned (Figure 1a): private preparation, joint exploration, bidding, and closing, see e.g., [73, 144].

The first stage, private preparation, is about information gathering and reflection before meeting the other party. The negotiator investigates the negotiation domain, his/her profile and that of the opponent. In this phase the negotiator typically defines his/her preferences, thinks about alternative outcomes (also called options or alternative deals), the desired and minimal outcome (called target point and reservation point, respectively), the best alternative to no agreement (BATNA), identifies the other party, what their BATNA is, as well as whether the negotiation has a long-term, one shot or repetitive nature, whether the negotiation involves ideologies or resources, and whether negotiation agreement must be reached [144]. Whether a negotiation is a long-term, one shot or repetitive one is particularly important as this influences the negotiation process and strategy quite a lot. For example, when buying a car at a dealer that is not your own (one-shot negotiation), claiming value can be done quite “aggressively” as there is little risk in harming the relation (there is none).

In the second phase, joint exploration, the negotiating parties get to know each other, but don’t place bids on the table. The aim is to check the information gathered so far, to create a good atmosphere, get to know the other persons, their role, power, mandate, and bargaining style, to investigate potential options, identify useful negotiation styles, and to agree upon a protocol for the bidding. In the third phase, bidding, bids are exchanged. For each incoming bid the negotiator has to decide whether to accept, make a counteroffer, take a break, or stop (when a better alternative exists elsewhere). During this phase, the bidding strategy plays an important role. Also, it is important to keep track of alternative options, your reservation point and your BATNA during this phase. Each bid has to be checked against these.

Two aspects during the joint exploration and bidding phase are particularly important: creating value and claiming value [144]. Creating value is about “making the pie bigger”, i.e., increasing what can be divided amongst the negotiators by introduction of new issues important to both, exchange of information about preferences about issues, and the development of package deals not single issue deals. Claiming value is about “slicing the pie” in such a way that you get equal or more than your reservation point (the lowest acceptable value of a deal). Claiming value is a distributive process, creating value is a collaborative process.

In the fourth phase, closing, the outcome of the bidding stage is formalized (e.g., in contractual form) and confirmed by both parties. If necessary (e.g., parts of the deal are not clear), the negotiation returns to one of the previous stages. Although relation management is important during the complete negotiation process, it is particularly important in the closing phase [144]. After the closing phase, negotiators part, and regrets and wrong impressions can be formed. If the negotiation was a long-term or repetitive one, a successful closing phase is essential for future negotiations and relations.

In the section on affective negotiation support system we use the four phases and negotiation variables to structure the possible roles affect could play in each phase and for each variable.
2.2. Definition of Affective terms: Mood, Emotion, and Attitude

Until now we have talked about emotion and affect as if it were one thing. Emotion, however, is a complex topic, and agreement on one solid definition does not really exist. We will not attempt to define emotion here, as many excellent works have been published from different perspectives that together do much more credit to the diverse and multimodal nature of emotion [60, 91, 95, 106, 113, 116, 120, 128, 131, 135]. In this section we explain what the different emotion-related terms usually refer to, and the above-mentioned references are a collective source for this explanation. We do so because in later sections we use these terms to explain and structure the different relations that exist between affect and negotiation. Most notably in the section on affective negotiation support systems we use these terms to identify the different roles emotion, mood and attitude can play in such systems.

Affect (as in affective science) is the commonplace term for everything that has to do with emotion, including emotion, mood, affective attitude and emotional traits. Emotional traits are long term predispositions of a person to be in a particular emotion or to react to events in a particular emotional manner. Although important for negotiation, we do not consider emotional traits in this article. Emotion, mood and affective attitude are different but strongly related and influence each other. In general, an emotion is comprised of a facial expression, feeling (the conscious experience of the emotion), cognitive processing aimed at evaluating the situation in terms of personal relevance, physiological change and action readiness. Furthermore, emotion refers to a short but intense episode that, in addition to the previously mentioned aspects such as facial expressions, is characterized by “attributed affect to a causal factor”. An emotion is a noticeable and usually powerful experience. For example, I feel (and notice I am) happy when seeing an old friend. In contrast, mood refers to a silent presence of moderate levels of affect, not necessarily related to the preparation of action. Mood is not (consciously) attributed to a causal factor. I can feel frustrated for half a day without knowing why. Affective attitude refers to affect associated with something or someone, in contrast to affect arising because of that thing or person. An affective attitude is an affective association coupled to a thing or person, an emotion is an evaluation of a thing or person.
in terms of personal relevance. For example, I like a particular popular science book I read (existing affective association) versus I like you because you just invited me over for dinner (attribution of affect to causing event/person). The essence of an attitude is that it is preexisting affective information that is associated with concepts or persons. To complicate matters a little, affect is also used to refer to a particular view on emotion and mood, in which multiple dimensions (usually two or three) are used to describe the core of emotion and mood (see below).

There are several theoretical views on how to think about (and computationally model) emotion. These views can be categorized in multiple ways, but the following categorization has been used quite often in literature and is based on the way emotion is represented: as categories of emotion, dimensions or principal factors, and components that form an emotion.

2.2.1. Discrete emotions or categories.

The literature on categories of emotion is extensive. For this paper, we limit ourselves to an example: Ekman and Friesen proposed the following six universal facial expressions: anger, fear, disgust, surprise, happiness, and sadness [48]. The essence of emotion categories is that each emotion has a unique “multi modal program” associated with it (e.g., fear, arousal, flight, sweating are all part of the fear “program”). For an overview of literature on emotional categories see [37]. In experimental research that studies the influence of emotions on behavior (e.g., negotiation), emotion is often equated with particular discrete emotions.

2.2.2. Dimensions.

Research on emotion dimensions proposes that each emotion (and affect in general) can be described using several affective dimensions [14, 107, 131]. The essence of this perspective is that a limited set of dimensions can describe a large set of emotions by emphasizing commonalities (e.g., core physiological activity [131], or approach versus avoidance) between emotions, and deemphasize the uniqueness of individual emotions. An important representative of this perspective is the pleasure (valence), arousal, and dominance (PAD) model [107]. In this model the dimension pleasure refers to pleasantness of the emotions, for example by qualifying the emotion as positive or negative. The arousal dimension refers the extent of bodily activation. The dominance dimension refers to whether the subject is in control, or the environment. Most emotion psychologists agree that at least pleasure (whether affect is positive or negative) and arousal are core dimensions of affect. The dimensional approach is particularly important for mood, as in experimental studies (including those on affect and negotiation) the mood of a subject is often defined in terms of these dimensions, usually valence but sometimes also arousal and dominance.

2.2.3. Components.

The third perspective on emotion is the componential view, of which cognitive appraisal theory is a prototypical member. For an overview of appraisal theories, see [50]. Emotions are defined as “valenced reactions to events, agents, or objects, with their particular nature being determined by the way in which the eliciting situation is construed” ([113], p. 13). The essence is that different cognitive processes (components) result in an interpretation of a situation and that this interpretation is a major explaining factor in emotion. It has become a standard model for synthesizing emotions in computers [120] and proved useful for computational reasoning about emotions [140]. This view on emotion is rarely used in experimental studies aimed at understanding the influence of emotion on negotiation, although exceptions exist [23].

Emotion is a multimodal phenomenon and studying it benefits from a multidisciplinary standpoint. Across disciplines, there exist commonalities. For example, many emotion researchers believe that there are two common affective factors that are useful to describe a mood, emotion or attitude: valence and arousal. Within a discipline, these factors can be studied in different ways: are these factors the psychological core of emotion, which areas or mechanisms in the brain are involved, are these always independent (orthogonal), are they artifacts of statistical analysis of many factors, etc. Other common views exist, for example, with regard to theories that explain emotion elicitation (where does the emotion come from). Most agree that an emotion is the result of an evaluation of the situation in terms of personal relevance. It depends on the discipline which aspect of this evaluation is highlighted. Is it a cognitive evaluation, is it conscious, holistic, component-based, automatic, biologically hard-wired, social, etc.? For a recent overview and reflection upon emotion elicitation, see [67]. For a quick and broad introduction to the different emotion theories and the history of these see chapter 5 in [51] or chapter 3 in [91].

An important distinction in the context of negotiation is felt versus displayed emotion. These need not
be the same (consider, e.g., strategic use of emotion and expression suppression), and the effects on the negotiation process are not the same either, as we will see in the next subsections. In the rest of this article we will use the terms emotion, emotion display, mood, attitude, and affect as described in this section.

2.3. Generic relations between emotion and cognition

There is a long history of research into the influences of affect on cognition. As affect has been found to influence thought and behavior in many ways, we provide a brief overview of the main findings.

Emotion is related to the urge to act, see, e.g., [59]: run away when in danger, fight when trapped, laugh and play when happy. Specific emotions trigger specific behaviors (e.g., fight or flight). So, emotion is not only related to the urge to act, some emotions—when strong enough—make us really act.

In general, emotion motivates behavior.

Emotion and feelings influence how we interpret stimuli, how we evaluate thoughts while solving a problem [39] and how we remember things. A person's belief about something is updated according to emotions: the current emotion is used as information about the perceived object [58, 63], and emotion is used to make the belief resistant to change [61]. Ergo, emotions are “at the heart of what beliefs are about” [60]. This is important for negotiation, as preferences about issues are in fact beliefs about issues.

Preferences therefore have an important affective quality.

Affect influences information processing in humans; positive affect facilitates top-down, “big-picture” heuristic processing while negative affect facilitates bottom-up, “stimulus analysis” oriented processing [4, 58, 63, 110, 119]. Positive affect is associated with flexible and creative problem solving, while negative affect is associated with critical evaluation of stimuli. Affect also influences attention and working memory in particular. Positive affect increases working memory performance by facilitating switching to a new cognitive set (updating the contents of working memory) [46]. Positive affect also impairs working memory performance as indicated by lower performance on planning and deductive reasoning [111], perhaps due to higher distractibility [46]. In these studies, affect is interpreted as moderate levels of valence (positive or negative mood), and the influence on cognition is at a meta-level (affect as parameter). A second way in which affect influences processing is by inducing biases in the decisions made during the process. For example, when in a positive mood people tend to think of positive things thereby biasing the options they generate during a decision making process (mood congruency: mood favors associations compatible with that mood). Furthermore, the extent to which mood influences reasoning and decision making is dependent on the type of information processing employed by the person [58]. For example, elaborate decision making in which many novel options are evaluated and generated is prone to affective biases, while motivated processing guided by a clear goal is not.

These findings show that mood influences information processing.

Further, and important for negotiation, affect influences judgment. It has been shown that positive affect renders people less critical with regards to the strength of a persuasive argumentation [100]. This could be due to reduced cognitive capacity [100], but also due to a tendency of people in a positive mood to be prone to a heuristic form of processing in which they use prior beliefs to form judgments instead of extensively analyze the argumentation itself (for an overview see [54]).

Regardless the underlying mechanisms, mood influences judgment.

Many of these studies are based upon the idea that valence is the component to look at when investigating the influence of affect on cognition. However, specific emotions have specific effects on cognition. Of course, being happy and enthusiastic makes you feel optimistic about the future, but interestingly, angry people also make optimistic judgments about future events, while fearful people make pessimistic judgments [93]. Also, angry but not sad subjects used a more heuristic-based processing approach in stereotypic judgments [12].

Not only mood, but also specific emotions have specific effects on cognition.

In this short overview, we have seen that affect influences cognition in at least the following ways: emotion motivates behavior; emotion influences beliefs; mood influences information processing; mood influences judgment; and there are emotion specific effects.
2.4. Relations between emotion and negotiation

In the previous section we have reviewed some of the important influences of affect on cognition. There are also negotiation-specific relations between affect and cognition. We now review some of the main findings of experimental studies into the relation between affect and negotiation.

2.4.1. Positive affect.

Although it is debatably whether being elated or extremely funny has positive effects on a negotiation, positive affect in general has a beneficial influence on the negotiation process, outcome and relations. Positive affect increases the tendency to use a cooperative integrative style [7, 27]. Positive affect induced through smell decreases the tendency to handle conflicts with avoidance and competition, and increases the size of monetary goals and number of concessions during negotiation [6].

Having one emotionally intelligent person in a dyadic negotiation (i.e., two parties involved) is related to more value creation (when two persons negotiate over a deal consisting of issues and each issue has a number of points of fictive value for each person, the created value of a final deal is the sum of the points over all issues for both persons; emotional intelligence is related to perceiving emotions, using emotions, understanding emotions, and regulating emotions [151]). However, the emotionally intelligent person is unable to claim that value (measured as the portion of points the emotionally intelligent person received as bargaining outcome), resulting in more value for the other party [42]. A potential explanation is the tendency of emotionally intelligent persons to be cooperative, trusting and to favor a good atmosphere [42].

As discussed earlier, such a positive attitude helps the generation of integrative solutions, but perhaps not to subsequently claim what should be yours. Related to this is the work described in [3]. The authors find that having a positive affective personality trait again favored reaching integrative deals, and did not negatively affect the creation of value (joint outcome).

- Positive affect fosters a cooperative approach but might hinder claiming what is yours.

2.4.2. Negative affect.

In general, a negative mood and more specific felt anger and fear have a negative influence on the negotiation process [2]. In particular felt anger has negative influences on the negotiation with respect to the integrative character of the negotiation [138]. Negotiators who feel angry create less value.

However, expressing anger can be a good strategy in claiming value, but only if the opponent has poor alternatives [138]. Interestingly, anger expression did not affect the creation of value in this study, meaning there is no negative side effect with respect to the integrative character of the negotiation. A further restriction on communicating anger is the observation that anger communication is useful for enforcing higher offers from an opponent, but only if the opponent does not have the opportunity to deceive the other and when rejecting an offer has consequences [45]. While anger expression does force the other party into making concessions, the expression of anger during a multiparty negotiation may exclude the anger expressing party from further forming of coalitions [9]. This means that anger might help you get more, but it might also exclude you from further negotiation. It is also important how to communicate anger (and happiness). Anger directed at the other party is less effective at eliciting large concessions than happiness directed at that party, while the role of anger and happiness directed at offers is reversed [139]. This means that, while useful, expressing anger is a rather delicate tactic.

Feelings of guilt after a round of negotiation combined with a competitive strategy during that round positively influence cooperation behavior in the next round in a repeated social bargaining game (prisoners’ dilemma) [82]. Although this study is not directly related to dyadic negotiation in the strict sense (exploration of issues, options, bidding, closure, etc.), it is relevant. It shows that in repeated negotiations, feelings of guilt can influence negotiators to choose for a more cooperative solution (win-win) in the future instead of a competitive one (win-lose).

- Felt negative affect has a negative effect on integration, except guilt which favors cooperation; expressed anger can help claiming value, but expressing anger is not without risk.

2.4.3. Contradictions between positive and negative affect.

Slightly contradicting to the positive effects of anger expression are the findings by [86]. They find that displaying positive or neutral emotion, but in any case not negative emotion, is a better strategy at both gaining concessions from the opponent as well as the likelihood to close a deal (and have a long-term relationship). Apparently, the display of both positive
and negative emotion can help claiming value, but when this exactly happens depends on the negotiation task (the tasks in the last two studies were different) and context (such as alternatives, perceived power, consequences, culture, etc.).

The relation between perceived own power and perceived anger of the opponent has been confirmed in a large study [85]. It was found that variables such as having more alternatives and a better BATNA influence the perceived level of power, and that this counteracted the effects of anger expression of the opponent, such that the usual effect of an angry opponent (more concessions) was void. In another study, a compatible finding was found [84]. If a person in a dyadic negotiation perceives the emotion of the opponent to be angry (as opposed to neutral or happy), that person conceives more easily but only if (a) the person has low power perception of itself in the negotiation (low number of alternatives), or (b) the person has no time pressure in the negotiation, or (c) that person's personality has a low need for cognitive closure (cognitive closure means having a need for clear rules, motivations and goals, and a tendency to quickly form conclusions). This indicates that the context of the negotiation influences the way negotiators process information, and the more the context favors clear motivated processing, the less the negotiator is influenced by anger of the opponent [84]. Further, given the fact that an important mediating factor is perceived power of the self and the opponent, it could well be that communicated/perceived power is the responsible factor for the effect of happiness and anger expression. Both happiness and anger are high power (dominance) emotions [106].

\textbf{The communication of and perceived level of power (dominance) seems to be the common factor in anger and happiness expression effects on claiming value. Motivated processing limits the effects of anger expression.}

\subsection{2.4.4. Mood and process.}

The perception of a negotiation being a fair process influences the affective reaction about the process [71]. If, during a negotiation the process is perceived as fair, the negotiation itself is seen as more positive and vice versa. Additionally, a positive perception of the process is positively related to the economic size of the outcome gained by a negotiator (claimed value). This could indicate that being happy about the process helps getting a good outcome (although the study cited cannot conclude this because this involves causality, and both measures were taken after the outcome, so the inverse relation can also be true: good outcome, therefore happy with the process).

It has been found that mood is contagious during a negotiation setting [8]. In a negotiation exercise where fictive rewards had to be distributed amongst the participants in the negotiation (group size was 2-4 persons), the mood of the participants was significantly influenced by the mood of a secret confederate added to the group (as an extra group member). Positive affective manipulations by the confederate resulted in a more positive mood in the group and vice versa. Further, a positive mood resulted in both cooperative behavior (measured as the standard deviation in the distribution of reward among the participants in a group) and less conflict.

In fact, several of the findings just reviewed are compatible with the affect infusion model as proposed by [58]. This model proposes that the extent to which affect influences information processing depends on the processing style. The results in the study by [84] indicate that motivated information processing, a type of processing where there is a clear definition of outcomes, is less influenced by affect. Compatible with this analysis is the proposal by [64]. They argue that complex negotiations (and cross-cultural negotiation is the example they take) are usually done in the substantive processing mode [58], a mode characterized by complex judgments, open ended goals, and new information. The substantive processing mode is prone to affect infusion (i.e., mood congruent associations influence the reasoning process). As a result, mood strongly influences the reasoning process and this can result in a vicious circle [64]. The authors propose to approach complex negotiations from a motivated processing point of view, as this is a more goal-oriented form of reasoning and less prone to affect infusion. We think that for non-professional negotiators many negotiations can be considered complex ones, and therefore this is an important finding in general.

\textbf{Together, these findings indicate that mood is an important factor for the course of a negotiation: it influences the mood of others, and a positive mood makes the process more cooperative and less conflicting and influences the economic outcome.}

\section{3. Affective negotiation support systems}

In this section we work towards affective negotiation support. First we briefly explain the current state of the art of negotiation software. Then we provide a
structured overview of the relations between affect and negotiation just reviewed. We use this overview to discuss the functionality an affective negotiation support tool could offer to help coping with or strategically use affect in negotiation.

3.1. Negotiation software

First, we briefly discuss current negotiation software. Apart from research into negotiation mediated by technology, such as e-mail and other digital communication means [143], two areas of research related to negotiation software can be distinguished: negotiation support systems (NSS) and automated negotiating agents (ANA). Whereas the focus of NSS is on helping a user to negotiate by means of structuring the process and offering analysis support (in essence a special purpose decision support system), ANA are aimed at automating (parts of a) negotiation completely [73]. We will now give a brief overview of existing negotiation support systems and automated negotiation agents.

NSS can be used in different kinds of usage contexts. A high-level distinction of contexts into the categories preparation and training versus real-time usage has been identified by negotiation experts [123]. The preparation and training context refers to the use of the system while structuring preferences, identifying alternatives, reflecting upon the process, in short, usage in which there is no direct contact with the other party involved in the negotiation. Real-time usage refers to those situations where parties are in direct (but not necessarily face-to-face) contact. Further, such a system can have different roles in the negotiation process: mediation or personal adviser of one of the parties. Inspire (http://interneg.carleton.ca/inspire/) is a Web-based negotiation support system. It contains a facility for specification of preferences and assessment of offers, an internal messaging system, graphical displays of the negotiation's progress, and other capabilities. It has been used to support humans in negotiation as well as to collect data about such negotiations for research purposes. One of the main benefits of Inspire is its ability to offer the user a structured approach to prepare and engage in a negotiation, and its use as a training tool. Another NSS example is provided by Athena (www.athenasoft.org) that has been primarily used in education. As is the case for Inspire, users of Athena have to build content models themselves. That is, preferences are elicited from the user who has to provide the domain structure as well. The provided support does not include predefined repositories of content models, interaction support, or assistance in selecting a bidding strategy. As a final example, Smartsettle (http://www.smartsettle.com) is a commercial negotiation support system that also provides bidding support. Interestingly, while other systems keep offers and demands hidden, Smartsettle displays proposals and suggestions to all parties (a mediation perspective).

With respect to automated negotiating agents (ANA), in the past decade various models have been proposed and many results on the performance of such agents have been published [24, 80, 109, 124]. The research has mainly focused on devising strategies, protocols, and negotiation languages, i.e., languages to represent negotiation domains [88, 129, 142]. Among others, it has been demonstrated and replicated that automated negotiating agents may obtain significant improvements over the outcomes obtained by humans; see e.g., [13]. Typically, in the automated negotiation literature concession-based strategies have been proposed. A concession-based strategy proposes as a next offer a bid that has a decreased utility compared to the previously proposed offer. An example of such a strategy, which does not use any domain or opponent knowledge, is the time-dependent strategy [52]. The time-dependent strategy decides on a negotiation move based on considerations derived from the agent’s own utility space only. Such a strategy cannot search through the negotiation outcome space for outcomes that are mutually beneficial for both parties and thus is not always able to reach so-called win-win outcomes [96, 125]. A time-dependent strategy will therefore most likely be inefficient in complex negotiation domains and reach suboptimal agreements. An additional problem in negotiations occurs when the preference spaces of the negotiators are non-linear. However, new solutions are being forward, see e.g., [53, 102]. Another complicating factor is the problem of incomplete information. Approaches have been put forward to learn an opponent’s preferences given the negotiation moves that an opponent makes during the negotiation, see e.g. [26, 33, 72, 79, 97, 112, 114, 152]. For example, negotiating agents can obtain a good approximation of an opponent’s preferences in a single-session negotiation by studying the offers made by the opponent, see [72]. The above techniques are applicable not only in automated negotiation, but also in the area of negotiation support systems, that is getting more attention over the years, see e.g., [31, 73, 81, 98].
In this article we focus on the use of an NSS as a personal advisor, in both the preparation, as well as real-time phases. Further, in this article we focus on negotiation support systems, not on automated negotiation agents (although ANA technology can be part of an NSS, e.g., when preparing bids or bidding strategies). As can be seen in the previous review, negotiation support systems (and ANA) support negotiators with the rational part of the negotiation process such as exploration of issues, identification of alternatives and calculating bids. Affect plays an important role in the negotiation process, as we have seen in the literature reviewed previously. Therefore, we claim that negotiation support systems should help negotiators cope with the interplay between affect and the negotiation process. One way to do so is by installing an NSS as a trusted “rational” mediator in between negotiators in emotional situations, for example as proposes by [10]. Now the role of affect is addressed by trying to minimize it. In the next section we propose a different approach, namely, to explicitly embed in the design of an NSS the support for the different roles affect can play during a negotiation.

3.2. Affective negotiation support systems: functionality

In this section we propose affect-related functions a negotiation support system could have. We organize the discussion of functions according to the structured overview of the relations between affect and negotiation as found in the psychological studies reviewed earlier (Figure 2). This overview has two dimensions. Our first dimension is the negotiation phase (as previously defined in the Negotiation section). This approach is compatible with the one proposed in [7] in which the different influences of affect are also categorized according to the phase of the negotiation. We use slightly different phases, i.e., we have separated the negotiation phase in [7] into joint exploration and bidding, and merged their outcomes and implementation phases into one phase called closing. Our second dimension is the type of affect involved (as previously defined in the Emotion section). We have taken the four different types of affect as described earlier. Our approach is compatible with, but also slightly different from, the one described in [145]. The authors separate emotions that exist before the negotiation (called exogenous emotion) and emotions that are felt during the negotiation (endogenous emotions), compatible with our distinction of the negotiation process in phases. Further, they distinguish between felt and expressed emotions, equivalent to our distinction between emotion display and emotion. We introduce two extra distinctions, based on the previously discussed affect-cognition literature, being the distinction between mood and emotion, and emotion and attitude. The reason for doing so is that attitude is quite different from both mood and emotion (as explained earlier), and emotion and mood have different influences on cognition and behavior (mood has global, subtle influences, while emotion has direct, strong influences).

The discussion of possible affect-related functions of negotiation support systems (NSS) is organized in order of negotiation phase (top-down in Figure 2). Functions are to be interpreted as functional requirements an affective NSS could have. All functions are numbered and presented as conclusion to an introductory paragraph. First we describe how generic influences of affect on cognition could be used in a negotiation support system. Then we describe for each phase potential affect-related functions. All of the hypothesized functions are based on findings from the affect-negotiation literature just reviewed. We focus on online “light” support not offline “deep” training. This distinction into two types of support has been proposed by negotiation experts [123]. An example of offline training, i.e., virtual reality scenario-based training, will be discussed in a separate paragraph at the end of this section. The feasibility of the different functions we propose for an affective NSS will be discussed in the section on affective computing techniques.

3.2.1. Generic affective support.

Emotions are strongly linked to motivation. The genuine expression of an emotion is therefore an indication of underlying concerns, beliefs and desires. This means that the expression of emotion during the negotiation process should be taken as a signal. Especially as specific emotions signal specific meaning, for example fear signals a pessimistic view on the future, while anger and enthusiasm signal an optimistic view of the future. Such signals can be taken into account during the negotiation in two different ways: as something to cope with, or as something to use strategically.

- 1a. The NSS detects the felt emotion of the negotiator and his/her opponent, and indicates effects according to the generic influences of felt emotions.
- 1b. The NSS detects the expressed emotion of the negotiator and his/her opponent, and indicates ef-
fects according to emotion display in different phases and suggests changing expression.

The same holds for the influences of mood. Mood influences information processing in important ways. Positive moods favor creative, big-picture integrative thinking, while negative moods favor critical evaluation of details. An NSS can help to make someone aware of one’s mood and the effects this mood can have on the decision-making process. For example, it is necessary in a negotiation process to consider if the negotiation is ready to move to the next phase. Did we explore enough options? Did we exchange enough information of issues? Can we now start bidding? Negotiators moving through the different phases can be seen as fish swimming into a hoop net (Figure 1b); it is easy to move on, but difficult to get back.

2. The NSS detects the negotiator’s mood and if the negotiation is moving towards the next phase. The NSS indicates to the negotiator whether his/her mood is compatible with critically analyzing the current phase. Positive moods should be avoided, neutral or slightly negative mood are favored.

A related issue is that it is difficult to decide to go back, as this usually involves more effort and it might be perceived as offending by the opponent. As such, an NSS can help a negotiator to “gracefully” step back by giving canned sentences, but also ask the negotiator how he/she feels about going back. If this results in a negative emotion, the next step is to work on a strategy to go back that does feel good. If a negotiator ends up in the closing phase not feeling good about the solution and not feeling good about going back one or two phases, then that will result in a bad deal.

3. The NSS periodically asks the negotiator about his/her attitude about the “decision to step back”, raises a red flag when this attitude is negative, and helps identifying a “step back strategy” that feels good.

Further, mood can influence attitudes, and thereby opinions about opponents, issues, and options. A positive mood triggers information that has a positive affective association and vice versa (mood congruency). Further, the current mood, if one is unaware of it, influences how beliefs are evaluated (mood as information). This means that while evaluating options, issues, and preferences, one should be aware of two things: first, did I (we) cover a broad range and not just the mood-congruent range, and second, did we evaluate the options, issues, and preferences in an objective way?

4. The NSS detects the negotiator’s mood and if the negotiator is identifying/evaluating options, and indicates potential dangers of mood congruency and mood as information.

5. The NSS detects negotiator’s mood and if the negotiation is in a phase characterized by an elaborate reasoning style (open ended reasoning and new information), and either indicates potential dangers of mood congruency or offers to cope with the situation by structuring the negotiation process to enforce a motivated processing style (e.g., helping the negotiator(s) to set clear goals).

3.2.2. Preparation phase support.

In our literature survey we have not found many negotiation-specific influences of affect in the preparation phase, probably because negotiation experiments mostly focus on the exploration and bargaining part and not on the preparation part. However, as the preparation phase essentially is not a negotiation-specific phase, but more so an information gathering and preference analysis phase, we will outline some of the possible functions for an NSS based on the reviewed generic influences of affect on cognition. First, it is essential to get a good overview of the options, issues, and your preferences. It is useful to both vary your mood during this phase (i.e., explore issues not only when in a good mood, but also when in a bad mood) and be made aware of your mood.

6. The NSS continuously detects negotiator mood while he/she is working on preference elicitation and analyses “mood” coverage. If needed, it advises to think about preferences in different moods.

It is equally useful for a negotiator to become explicitly aware of the emotions you are likely to feel during the negotiation when preparing for the negotiation (e.g., when negotiation is perceived as something difficult, the negotiator might feel fear).

7. The NSS measures the negotiator’s attitude with respect to target point (goal), reservation point, issues, opponent and the decision to negotiate in the first place. If negative attitudes are detected, training is advised after which the NSS re-measures attitudes.

An NSS can in fact play an important role in practicing negotiations. A virtual scenario can be played out with an artificial intelligence agent that is able to simulate negotiation choices and affective reactions. By playing the scenario, you could try out different strategies and get accustomed to the idea of having to negotiate about particular (perhaps emotionally laden) issue. Training will be discussed in more detail at the end of this section.
Finally, for a negotiation support system (and in particular bidding support) it is essential that users input valid preferences for the different issues that play a role in the negotiation. Currently, user preferences about issues and options are usually modeled on a one dimensional scale ranging from good to bad. Users might benefit if an NSS is able to model affective preferences about options and issues. For example, I am disappointed if this would be the price for the new car. I am happy if I would get metallic paint for free. I would be angry if I end up at my reservation point. Such affective preferences can be modeled in different ways. For example, one could represent a preference numerically on the different affective dimension such as pleasure, arousal and dominance. Another example would be to include particular discrete emotions as issues about options and allow the user to rate the importance of different emotions, e.g., it is very important that I do not have any regret, or, it is very important I am happy.

- 8. The NSS is able to elicit affective preferences (and use these for bidding support later on).

3.2.3. Exploration phase support.

In the exploration phase, emotion plays an important role. First, it is important to limit the amount of felt anger (or sadness and fear for that matter). Obviously, one cannot just suppress these feelings, but one can take breaks, continue the negotiation another time or try to identify what exactly makes one angry. Such negative emotions hinder an integrative approach as well as the creation of value (win-win potential). An NSS can detect anger and suggest such steps. As an example consider the work by [78], who identified the role of anger in computer mediated negotiation. They found that flaming (hostile emotional communication) was completely mediated by anger resulting from (a) frustration resulting from the communication medium (text chat in their case), (b) uncertainly about the negotiation task, and (c) anger directed at the other party. They propose three steps negotiators can take to reduce anger: reinterpretation, managing provocation, and relaxation.

- 9. The NSS detects felt anger, sadness and fear by the negotiators and tries to manage the situation by making negotiators aware of the moments in which anger was detected and suggesting taking a break.

A negative mood can hinder an integrative approach as well. A positive mood favors integrative problem solving and creativity, and helps to avoid conflicts. These are important aspects in the joint exploration phase, as one of the major goals is to explore options. Exploration requires a creative and flexible mind set.

- 10. The NSS detects the overall mood (e.g., average of, and difference between moods of both negotiators) and indicates if the mood is compatible with the beginning of the exploration phase.

People in a good mood also set high goals. This might be a good thing, depending on the negotiation context. If the negotiation is perceived as very complex, or the opponent is not someone to do big concessions, it is perhaps better to not set your goals too high, and therefore favor a less enthusiastic mood. As a positive mood also favors heuristic decision making (not detail oriented) and hinders making correct judgments by making a person accept propositions too easily, it is important to balance the mood, also during this phase. As it is important to cover the scope of issues and options as good as possible, this also involves critical analysis of these issues and options. This is favored by a negative (or at least slightly negative to neutral) mood.

- 11. The NSS detects the overall mood and whether enough information is generated and suggests that it is time to change mood and critically analyze the data.

- 12. The NSS explicitly breaks up the exploration phase in a “positive brainstorm phase” and a “neutral/reserved analysis phase”.

- 13. The NSS facilitates the right mood through standard mood induction techniques such as showing short movie clips with either positive or negative affective content.

Any mood has the risk of mood induction; the influence of mood on attitudes in this case about for example the negotiation issues, options, and opponent. This means that a person’s mood will both color the associations he/she has and limit the kind of associations available. If the goal is to have a broad look, it might therefore be a good strategy to keep a neutral mood, or vary the mood across the positive-negative spectrum, as discussed above. An alternative strategy is to pick an information processing style that is less prone to these two effects: motivated processing. An NSS could help negotiators by setting clear goals and structuring the process. This in and of itself might already reduce the influence of mood on judgment and attitudes. Functions 4 and 5 already cover these issues.

3.2.4. Bidding phase support.

In the bidding phase emotion expression seems to be important. Both positive and negative expressions
(happiness and anger, respectively) can help to claim value by making the opponent do high bids and more concessions. However, anger expression can have obvious negative side effects, and anger only has a positive effect on claiming value if the opponent feels less powerful (poor BATNA, poor alternative options, no ability to deceive, rejection has consequences). An NSS can help to identify when anger expression is useful and how anger could be interpreted. Consider for example the findings by [122] who show that selective use of anger and happiness expression can have a positive effect on the “fixed-pie” perception of negotiators. They showed that when anger is used as a reaction to another party’s low priority issue in a bid and happiness to that party’s high priority issue in that bid, that party’s fixed-pie perception is reduced. When anger and happiness were inverted, the effect on fixed-pie perception was reversed too. This indicates that affect can also be used as information about issue priority.

14. The NSS detects expressed emotion by the opponent and indicates what these signals could mean according to the relations depicted in Figure 2.

15. As the NSS keeps track of options, preferences and issues as well supports the user in calculating bids, it can suggest the use of anger (or enthusiasm, see below) expression as a tactic to force an opponent into giving up value when it estimates that the opponent has a low-power position.

16. The NSS analyzes if the “expression tactic” worked by analyzing the value of the counter offer.

17. The NSS adapts its bidding strategy according to the “expression tactic”.

Strategic use of emotion expression can be made dependent on the relation between the negotiators, the type of negotiation (long-term, repeated, one-shot), and the current mood. If anger expression is not an option, the NSS could suggest the use of enthusiasm expression about a particular bid. As it seems from the literature that the underlying dimension influencing the bidding is power (as communicated by both enthusiasm/happiness and anger) another way of manipulating the situation in order to claim value is by consistently keeping track of the “power situation” of both negotiators.

18. The NSS detects the level of power of both opponents as calculated from objective measures such as BATNA and strength of alternatives as well as the mood. It presents these levels to the negotiator.

19. The NSS adapts its bidding strategy based on the power levels of the negotiators.

A last important thing is fairness and guilt. If the bidding is perceived as fair, people have a positive impression of the process and this makes them happier about the outcome.

20. The NSS offers a tool to enhance fairness of the bidding by explaining and enforcing bidding rules

21. The NSS detects negotiators’ attitude about fairness about the process and presents this to the negotiators as feedback.

22. The NSS uses the detected perception of fairness to suggest other bids.

Related to fairness is the aspect of guilt. As guilt influences future negotiation behavior towards cooperation, an NSS can help to use guilt strategically but also help to cope with the effects of guilt.

23. The NSS detects that you feel guilty during the bidding and suggests taking a break and reflecting upon the reason for that feeling as a protection for future negotiation rounds.

24. In a long-term or repeated bargaining situation, the NSS uses opponent guilt in its bidding strategy.

25. The NSS reminds the negotiator to trigger feelings of guilt in the opponent.

Apart from these more strategic uses of emotion expression, the NSS can also help creating the right information processing style (i.e., motivated processing) and manage moods as explained in the previous paragraphs and covered by the functions in those paragraphs.

3.2.5. Closing phase support.

In the closing phase, critical reflection upon the negotiation as well as relation building are most important. Critical reflection should occur because after signing the deal (or paying for the car) it is practically impossible to go back. It is essential to figure out if (a) you are near your target point and in any case not under your reservation point, and (b) the opponent is not under his/her reservation point. If either of the two parties is giving in too much, honoring the deal will be an issue because feelings of regret will start to develop when the two parties part. An important aspect here is outcome satisfaction.

26. The NSS detects outcome satisfaction of both opponents (measures outcome attitude), and makes the negotiators aware of this.

27. The NSS detects outcome satisfaction and uses this to propose other bids (satisfaction-based renegotiation).

Relation building is important in repeated and long-term bargaining, but less important in one-shot bargaining. Negotiators need to plan relation building
activities even before the negotiation. As relation building is a social activity, we currently do not see how an NSS could really help in doing so. This help is probably limited to giving several hints about what could be done, such as planning dinner after an important negotiation.

28. The NSS suggests relation building activities before and after the negotiation.

3.2.6. Offline-training

The previous discussion has been about negotiation support during the actual negotiation. Now we briefly suggest several possibilities for training as part of the preparation of a negotiation using an NSS. We focus on affect-related functionality that could be provided in virtual reality scenario-based training. The training would aim for two things: first, to train a novice negotiator in negotiation skills in general, and second, to prepare a negotiator for a particular negotiation. We first discuss training generic skills. Different dynamic scenarios could be developed that involve typical negotiation settings such as job negotiation (application and contract, contract renegotiation, firing personnel), buyer-seller negotiation (car, house, appliances), and divorce. An artificially intelligent virtual character plays the role of the opponent, and the user can choose the role he/she wants. Multiple of such AI characters may be available for training. The AI-character has beliefs, desires, goals, personality, a negotiation/conflict handling style, mood and emotion. In addition to this, different scenarios are developed, each describing the negotiation setting, issues, options, preferences of the AI-agent as well as events that can occur during the negotiation. The user prepares his/her part of the scenario through instruction, and perhaps use of the NSS to structure the issues, options and preferences. While playing the scenario, the user’s emotional state as well as negotiation actions (such as bids) are measured. Afterwards the user can be confronted with his/her reactions. In fact, the complete range of affect support functions described above can be used extensively during this training, as the issue of privacy (of the opponent) is less relevant and the acceptability of being measured and wired is higher [18]. Further, the user could ask the system to explain the behavior of the AI character, during and after the scenario. As the character generates its behavior in a semi-automated and dynamic way that depends on interaction with the user and events that occur in the virtual reality environment, the character will exhibit variations in its behavior every time the scenario is played. An explanation function would generate plausible explanations of the AI character’s actions based on the character’s internal state. Such an adaptive and dynamic virtual reality scenario is very much compatible with the idea of serious gaming (although we haven’t touched the gaming aspect here).

Given that a flexible scenario system as described above exists, the user can develop its own scenarios and agents and prepare for a particular negotiation. Now, the possibility exists to fully configure the NSS’s training function to train a particular negotiation setting. This can be integrated with existing tools such as preference elicitation tools and bidding support.

29. The NSS provides a training facility to work through different user-definable scenarios (with or without affective support as mentioned in function 1-28). Affective reactions (mood, emotion) and user actions are logged and used as training feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Change affect</th>
<th>Use affect in NSS functions</th>
<th>Help negotiation process (tips, strategy, coping)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expresed emotion (self &amp; other)</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>1b, 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt emotion</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>5, 23</td>
<td>19, 24</td>
<td>2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 18, 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>13, 15, 20, 25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12, 16, 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.7. Summary

We have discussed a large variety of ways in which an NSS can help a user cope with and use affect in negotiation. However, we have not touched upon the technical feasibility of all of this. We have done so on purpose. In this section we wanted to cre-
ate a vision, a long-term goal, of what could be done in an affective negotiation support system based on experimental data from affect and cognition/negotiation literature. To be able to implement these functions, affective computing techniques [120, 121] are needed. In order to get an idea of the technical feasibility of the described functions, in the next section we discuss the state of the art of affective computing (although only at a high-level, because the scope of this article does not permit us to go into detail), and link this to the different functions we proposed in this section. To discuss the feasibility of these functions more systematically, we classify them in Table 1 according to (affective) input and intended use.
Figure 2. Overview of affective influences on negotiation. The first row summarizes generic influences. Subsequent rows summarize influences per negotiation phase. Signs mean the following: ‘↑’ denotes a positive relation, ‘×’ denotes no relation, ‘↓’ denotes a negative relation, ‘/’ means ‘influences’ in a more generic sense. See the sections on the relations between affect and cognition/negotiation for further details.
4. Affective computing techniques for negotiation support: state of the art.

The aim for this section is to discuss to what extent the ideas developed in the previous section on affective negotiation support systems are feasible in the short run. We will focus on what can be done now and in the near future given the current state of affective computing. We discuss the state of the art of current affective computing techniques including the following topics:

- emotion measurement: these techniques are needed to capture the emotion, emotion expression and mood of the negotiator as well as to capture affective preferences about options and issues.
- emotion modeling and expression: these techniques are needed to develop affective characters for a virtual scenario training function, and to develop models of human negotiators that include their conflict style, personality and affective reactions to events.
- emotion effects on reasoning: these techniques are needed to realize affective advice generated by the NSS based on known relations between affect and cognition/negotiation, as well as to model characters in interactive training scenarios.

Obviously, the breadth of our topic does not allow us to go deeply into individual studies. Our main aim is to give an overview of the main achievements as well as the open problems in those fields relevant for the affective NSS functions described in the previous section. By doing so we estimate the feasibility of the different functions affect could play in such systems.

We first turn to emotion measurement. Affective user feedback can be divided into two categories: explicit and implicit. Implicit methods sense the behavior of the user (face, body, heart rate, mouse movement, etc.) and deduce an emotion. Explicit methods ask the user to input affective feedback directly.

4.1. Implicit measurement.

A large body of research exists on implicit methods to automatically recognize human emotion in a wide variety of modalities [38, 40, 68, 118, 120]. These models typically try to affectively label facial expressions, sounds, gestures and physiological signals such as palmer sweat, heart rate, blood pressure, but also websites and other forms of written texts [94]. The main idea is to extract affectively relevant features from a signal such as an image, movie, or sound. Combinations of features together correlate with particular affective labels such as happy or sad (often as indicated by human subjects analyzing the same signals). Newer research tries to not only extract static features (such as the mouth having a certain angle) but also dynamic features, i.e., movement. These more detailed analyses are needed to differentiate between fake and genuine emotions, a currently unresolved issue in affect recognition. This branch of research is strongly related to signal processing, pattern recognition and machine learning: try to identify relevant features, build a predictive model based on those features and use the model to label the signal. An advantage of using implicit measurement (as compared to explicit measurement) is that the user cannot easily deceive the system (how to fake a heartbeat and skin conductance); the measured emotion is probably genuine. In laboratory settings these techniques work quite well, but in settings where a combination of real-life (introducing many noise factors) and real-time usage is needed, use of these techniques is limited [117]. For example, emotional expression recognition is sensitive to the angle of the face with respect to the camera as well facial hair and accessories such as glasses. Emotion recognition from sound works relatively well, but not in noisy environments. A promising area is the recognition of emotion from multiple modalities. Such techniques are currently being investigated in laboratory settings [40]. Emotion recognition based on physiological measures is promising, but still needs to be investigated further in uncontrolled environments that can include many noise introducing factors [83, 92]. Furthermore, many implicit measurement techniques do not interpret the affective signal in the current context of the user. Even if these techniques would work well enough to be used in a real life setting, these techniques require additional devices such as cameras, high quality microphones, skin conductance measurement and heart rate sensors. It is questionable if negotiators would accept such a high level of intrusion in the negotiation process; in particular if novice negotiators are to be using the NSS (imagine buying a car and asking permission for using a video camera to scan the face of the car salesman). As a result, we anticipate that the use of image and sound-based affect recognition will be limited to negotiation training, private use of an NSS, or settings in which the negotiation takes place at a table in a private room (e.g., face-to-face
dyadic negotiations). These settings are similar to lab settings in that they have little noise and potentially high sensor availability (via the user’s laptop or pc). The detection of arousal through skin conductance and heart-rate signals might be an exception to this as such sensors can be placed on the user relatively unobtrusive and invisible. Advances in wearable sensors [34] could soon enable unobtrusive collection of physiological and behavioral data for emotion recognition, especially when contextual information and other sources such as speech are taken into account [148]. During a negotiation, such sensors can be easily and invisibly attached to a user (e.g., using a wrist watch), and especially for negotiations that have a “sitting” setting, the amount of noise is probably comparable to a lab setting.

To conclude, in the near future automatic affect recognition techniques can be used for affective NSS functions involved in detecting emotion expression, as long as the negotiation setting allows (practically and ethically) the use of multiple sensor modalities, and it does not matter if the emotion is genuine (i.e., faking is not a problem). These functions are 1b and 14. Both relate to detecting expressed emotions in different phases and making the user aware of the influences and possible meaning of these expressed emotions. Those functions that need the felt emotion of the negotiator, 1a and 9, focus on fear, enthusiasm and anger detection. High arousal is an important part of these three emotions. Arousal detection can benefit from the use of wearable sensors, as arousal detection from skin conductance and heart rate is relatively accurate, especially in negotiation settings that resemble lab settings as mentioned above. Those functions that need to detect mood from persons are at this point difficult to support with automatic affect recognition as this field, up until now, entirely focuses on human emotion detection [153]. These functions will be discussed on the next section on explicit measurement.

4.2. Explicit measurement.

Several approaches exist towards explicit emotion feedback. Some of these ask a user to input discrete (categorical) emotions with or without intensity [43, 77, 133]. The benefit is that discrete emotions are easy to interpret by the user giving the feedback and the person or system interpreting the feedback. The drawback is that mixed emotions are difficult to express as there is no logical “emotional continuum” between categories. This also makes computing with them, e.g., for affective preferences, more difficult. Other approaches are able to, in principle, extract detailed affective information in a non-invasive manner but involve the use of human observers to evaluate the feedback and are more focused on measuring human emotion during the process of product development [41, 90]. Such approaches give detailed affective feedback but are not suitable for online affect measurement: i.e., affect measurement aimed at getting real-time affective feedback in a format that is usable by a computer system. Several methods exist that are based on the Self-Assessment Manikins (SAM) [14]. Key in these methods is the measurement of emotion dimensions (pleasure, arousal and dominance) directly and separately. For each dimension the user selects a picture from a set of pictures showing emotional faces that express different intensities for that dimension. Although the SAM method is by now well-validated, a potential unresolved limitation is that users must understand the three emotion dimensions before they can use the method. A second drawback is that the method takes up a considerable amount of screen space in an actual interface. Current research focuses on how to embed SAM-based devices in a standard interface and how to ensure that the data produced is machine interpretable, valid and reliable [19]. In general, all approaches have a fundamental tradeoff between precision and ease of use [77]. This means that the more detailed the feedback, the more effort involved for the user and therefore the less likely users are to adopt the method as a common way of entering affective feedback. Furthermore, a user can easily deceive the system. The positive side of the story is that these explicit methods do produce affective feedback that relates to the actually felt emotion, as the user is simply asked for it and there is little interpretation involved. As explicit measures are easy to embed in an NSS (e.g., a mobile NSS), we anticipate that these techniques are usable now and in the near future. In principle explicit techniques can be used to measure emotion, emotion of the opponent, mood and affective attitude. This data can then be used to inform the NSS about the emotion and mood of the user as well as about affective preferences. However, measuring ones own emotion with an explicit device may be cumbersome as the duration of an emotion is short and an emotion is usually intense. It might be difficult to ask a user to give feedback (and translate the emotion to behavior controlling an on screen component) during that emotive period. No studies exist testing the reliability and validity of explicit feedback in such a usage scenario.
For an NSS, there are 5 different ways of affect measurement with explicit devices: current emotion, past emotion, mood, attitude, and emotion of opponent. We anticipate that explicit devices are useful for those functions that involve mood detection, attitude detection (see Table 1), as well as “detection” of the emotion of the opponent. Measuring mood and attitude is what explicit measurement traditionally has been developed for (e.g., SAM for affective content of pictures, text, movies, and affect questionnaires for mood). An open question is still how to digitize explicit feedback so that it is embeddable in an interface as a small component that gives valid and reliable data for mood and attitude. Recent studies indicate that for attitude (and feelings resulting as a response to explicit feedback so that it is embeddable in an interface as a small component that gives valid and reliable data for mood and attitude. Recent studies indicate that for attitude (and feelings resulting as a response to a product) this is possible [19, 44]. This means that detecting affective preferences (function 8) is within current reach using explicit affective feedback. Digital explicit measurement tools have not yet been experimentally validated for mood and emotion of others. Although there is no reason to assume this is not possible (in essence an explicit feedback device is a digitized version of a paper affect questionnaire) this has to be shown experimentally. With respect to felt emotions (functions 1a and 9) explicit measurement has not yet been shown to be applicable if the emotion is a short period, is intense and is measured in the moment.

4.3. Emotion modeling and expression.

A large part of the affective computing research community is involved in computational modeling of causal factors of emotion in order to use these models in human-computer and human-robot interaction (see, e.g., [11, 16, 57, 75, 115] for overviews). Two aspects play a key role: modeling the emotion elicitation and modeling the emotion expression. One often does not go without the other (how to express an emotion without having a model that generates one, and why generate one if you don’t express it). Important examples of these approaches are Kismet the emotional robot [17], companion robots such as the Aibo, the iCat, the Huggable and Paro, see [21, 57] for reviews, and a large number of emotional (sometimes called social) agents (avatars) used for tutoring systems (e.g., [66, 127]) and virtual reality training [29, 49, 130]. Such agents have also been proposed in the context of negotiation training [35, 126]. Early research was primarily aimed at exploring the possibility of creating such affective agents, with the underlying assumption that affective agents are more believable than non-affective agents. Later research is more focused on measuring the effects on users of embedding such agents in particular domains (gaming, training, tutoring) and the effects on users of social and companion robots. Furthermore, there is a strong body of research on how to define and evaluate the affective behavior of such agents [28, 87], and major steps have been taken in the recent past with regards to solid specification of different layers of complexity of the affective behavior of the agent. The techniques to simulate affective characters are approaching commercial applicability. Several open issues include how to render subtle expressions such as small changes in body posture and facial expressions as well as how to simulate mixed emotions. Recent advances have been made into this direction too, enabling the mixture of different emotions (e.g., happiness and sadness) as well as mixing emotion expression across modalities such as gestures and faces [70, 104].

With respect to developing an affective NSS, we anticipate that the modeling and expression of emotion for negotiating agents is within reach (part of function 29). A point of attention is the believability of virtual reality scenarios in the negotiation domain. With believability we refer to objective believability, as in, the content of the scenario, as well as subjective believability, as in, a VR scenario perceived by negotiators. A second point of attention is the dynamical aspects of the scenario including automatic generation of variations based on events and user interaction and automatic explanation of the virtual character’s behavior. These issues have not been solved yet, but currently there is quite some research effort into interactive storytelling, mixing user interaction and storyline (plot) into one consistent whole [30], as well as belief-desire-intention-based explanation techniques for virtual agents [36, 69]. As such, we consider the state of the art sufficient to expect plausible, rich, interactive and dynamically changing negotiation scenarios to be a possibility in the near future.

4.4. Modeling emotion effects on cognition.

A smaller part of the affective computing community is explicitly concerned with modeling the effects of emotion on reasoning and cognition. These include affective influences on cognition [22, 25, 62, 76, 101, 149], formal modeling of cognitive appraisal theory [20, 65, 103, 108], integrating emotional states in agent reasoning [32, 108, 141] and models of emer-
gent emotions, such as emerging from the interaction between a simple adaptive agent and its environment [25, 89, 136, 149]. These techniques are less relevant for the purpose of developing simple characters that react to their environment in an affective way, or for measuring human emotions. However, these techniques are relevant for modeling the user, in particular the relation between affect and cognition / negotiation. If a system is to help a user cope with particular emotions during a negotiation, then ideally, the system should understand what different emotions do to the behavior of the user. This means the system must have knowledge about, for instance, the influence of affect on decision making. Although many of the studies cited above are implemented models and based on insights from the affect-cognition literature, they are experimental. This means that the behavior generated by the models (simulating affective influences on cognition) is still under evaluation with respect to what is found in studies on human behavior. In fact, the behavior of many of the models cited above has not been evaluated extensively with regard to the affect-cognition literature.

The extent to which an NSS will be able to use affect-cognition relations in the short run is probably limited to contextual tips to the user. By this we mean that the NSS could make the negotiator aware of certain relations between affect and negotiation when these are appropriate. Consider, for example, the functions relating mood to negotiation process (Table 1). If the user is in a measured negative mood, and doing the joint exploration phase, the NSS can alert the user to take into account the fact that he/she will be biased towards negative associations and is not in a creative mood. A formal model of the influences of mood on cognition (e.g., based on Figure 2) could be the basis for such contextual tips.

4.5. Changing user affect

Changing human affect on purpose (e.g., for experimental purposes) is also known as affect induction. In affect induction, subjects are typically presented with pictures or videos with the desired affective content. Another method is to give small presents (induce positive affect) or let subjects wait longer before an experiment than they expected (induce negative affect). The idea of affect induction is usually that it results in an unconscious mood change. In affective computing, not many approaches exist that target affect induction. A seminal experiment was done in [134], in which the user was frustrated on purpose by introducing an artificial delay in a computer game’s response to user input. Other work relates to the influence of affective expression of agents on users. For example the work in [15] shows that empathic expression by artificial agents increases perceived caring and felt support in human subjects. There is more work like this that focuses on detecting the effects of affective agents (usually in a tutoring setting), however, work explicitly trying to influence user mood in a particular direction using a computer interface is to our knowledge scarce.

However, for an affective NSS this is not necessarily a problem, as classical affect induction techniques can be used for function 13 that needs to help the user get into a different mood for a particular phase in the negotiation process. The other affect changing functions simply operate as reminders to the user to change his/her expression (1b, 15, 25) or attempt to cope with the user’s mood by changing the negotiation process (breaks, structuring the bidding, suggesting training, functions 3, 5, 7, 9, 20, 23) and thus implicitly try to change negotiator affect.

4.6. Summary

Emotion and mood measurement via implicit measures are applicable in training situations, private use, or negotiation settings that mimic lab settings (low-noise, availability of sensors), with the exception of heart-rate and sweat levels that get translated to the negotiators level of arousal (stress). Explicit measurements are useful and in the near future good enough to be used in an NSS for mood and attitude measurement. Emotion modeling and expression is currently in such an advanced state that prototype systems of simulated negotiation agents in virtual scenarios can be developed. A possible issue is the plausibility of the virtual scenario itself, as the basic techniques for developing such scenarios (interactive storytelling and explainable agents) is still heavily being researched. Complex (generative) models of emotion effects on cognition are too experimental to use in an NSS, at least for the time being. However, simple rule-based systems could be used to give contextual tips to the user about his/her current emotion and mood and the influences this might have on the course of the negotiation. The issue of changing user affect is unresolved, but most of the functions that try to influence user affect in fact do so through changing the negotiation process (e.g., propose breaks), or reminding the user to show a particular emotional expression.
5. Conclusion

In this article we have argued in a systematic way for the addition of affect-related support in negotiation support systems (NSS). Affect and negotiation are essential elements in our human society. Based on our review of available literature on the relation between affect and cognition/negotiation, we have extracted potential functions an NSS could provide to help negotiators cope with and strategically use affect during the negotiation process. We call such systems affective negotiation support systems. Such systems provide human-affect related functionality. For example, an affective NSS helps negotiators to be aware of their own emotion and mood and their effects on the negotiation process. Further, an affective NSS gives tips about how to use emotion and mood to favor the right negotiation setting, both in cooperative as well as competitive stages of the negotiation. As we believe that an affective NSS will only provide additional value compared to other negotiation support systems if the functionality is thoroughly based on what is known in the literature on affect and cognition and affect and negotiation, we have provided a structured overview of these findings. We have used this overview to propose different functional requirements for an Affective NSS. Subsequently, we have evaluated the technical feasibility of these functions by linking these to the current state of the art in affective computing. Our analysis leads us to believe that affective negotiation systems are very realizable in the short term (4 years).

The type of Affective Negotiation Support System we envision is an ambient intelligent device. The Affective NSS runs on a mobile or portable device. It uses low-invasive emotion measurement technology [150] to assess the user’s emotional state. Artificial intelligence and user-modeling techniques proactively assist during the negotiation. Such systems will obviously not be “magical devices” able to manipulate any situation into a winning one. Nonetheless, we feel that these systems can help novice negotiators to better prepare for the negotiation and be aware of the potential and pitfalls of emotion, mood and attitudes during a negotiation, as well as provide useful reminders to more experienced negotiators.
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